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thanks for your comment. i have updated the article with this information. i have also updated the driver page in the article to reflect this. please let me know if you have any questions regarding this. the lide 110 is one of a few cheaper scanners that are competitive with its more popular siblings. with 2400ppi optical resolution and a 1.4x optical zoom lens, the lide 110
offers the basic features youll need to digitize photographs, make business presentations, and scan office documents. the only drawback is that the scanner lacks the auto document feeder (adf) found on higher-priced models. the lide 100 is our editors choice for less expensive home and office scanners and copiers. unlike most inexpensive desktop scanners, it has

options that make the lide 100 well worth considering for basic office use. with a conventional automatic document feeder (adf) and the ability to choose between two resolutions of 1200ppi (1230-by-7800 for 38-by-26-inch documents) and 2400ppi (2430-by-7800 for up to 46-by-26-inch documents), the lide 100 has many options to meet the needs of both home and
office users. canon's lide 100 has a 1.4-inch internal optical sensor and one of the best automatic document feeders available, giving it the versatility that many office users need. one of the most outstanding improvement features in the drivers is its backlight adjustment, a benefit that canon check drivers have offered for some time. take an interior photo of an

individual standing before a home window, for instance, and the face may come out as a dark silhouette versus a brilliant history. with backlight adjustment, you can draw out the information in the foreground simply by turning the feature on.
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have you been using a flatbed scanning tool before, you will notice that the canoscan lide 100 creates recognizable
documents that are fast-forwarded by the automatic creation of the first document. only a couple of clicks on the touch-

screen is needed to produce the initial page. it can then be returned to the initial position for the subsequent document or
the system can be set to scan the full image. this feature lets you capture a substantial quantity of data from a highly
challenging location, without having to be perched on the scanning bed. in addition, the flatbed scanner will keep your

documents in clean, crisp duplicate format. it prevents scratches and dings with its improved document integrity assurance,
as well as thick cover materials with the scanner. that will keep your documents from being scratched or deformed. some of

the most significant updates on this printer from previous-version products include the addition of automatic border
extraction and the function to record documents with clip marks and other trouble spots. this makes it possible for users to
get rid of the problem of incorrect source documents. another upgrade for lide users is the fact that every scanned image

now shows up as a high-quality jpeg instead of an image of computer-generated type. to do this, right-click the file's
thumbnail and choose properties. in the bottom-right corner of that window, you'll see an icon that says scan quality and

then three buttons: best, good, and normal. click the best setting if you want your scans to look as good as possible.
lidenoise and lieter techniques also become available with the best setting. 5ec8ef588b
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